Painting a Still Life Tutorial by Kelli Folsom:
“Blue Vase and Red Apples”
I’ve always loved this color combination of red, yellow
and blue, the primary color triad. It’s important to
begin a painting with something that excites you and
to have a plan of design. The smaller red apples
create a movement and pattern that supports the star
of the show, the blue and white vase. These two ideas
gave me my color strategy and compositional plan.

Step 1: The tonal under painting
Painting wet into wet allows me to get three values down
on the panel. I used burnt umber and little bit of blue to
darken and neutralize the warmth.
I get a general messy middle tone down to cover the whole
panel. Then I begin to put in another value that’s a little bit
darker than that for the darker shadows and elements in the
set up. Next I use a paper towel to wipe away the first layer
in areas that are going to be big light givers in the painting.
This way I can see my 3 most important values right away
and the darker paint won’t dull the lighter paint I will be
putting there later.
I keep my drawing loose, but accurate, looking for large
simple shapes.

Step 2: Background
I begin to mix up the bluish gray background color and lay
it on. I want to keep the values I observed in the beginning
and now I am just estimating the color. I put this on again
somewhat loosely knowing that it will need to be adjusted
throughout the painting.
When deciding on a background color I try to consider how
it will affect the subject matter that I want the viewer to
look at. It should complement the objects not compete for
attention.
This step already makes that light on the vase stand out
more. I also wipe out more specific lights in the leaves,
front apple and cloth at this stage.

Step 3: Shadows & starting the color
In this stage I start by getting an accurate assessment of the
shadow colors on all the objects. Most of my shadows are a
combination of black and cadmium reds and warm yellow.
Now the shadows feel rich and warm which is appropriate
since I have a cool light source. The shadow mixture also
makes the objects feel more weighted and solid. The value
of the shadow on the pot especially helps it come forward
from the background. When two values are similar then
you get more mystery and when two values are contrasting
you get focus and clarity.
When I put in my shadows I also consider the shape of the
shadow in accordance with the angle of the light source.

The shadow shape should tell the viewer the direction/angle
of the light source and it should also make the object it’s on
feel more three dimensional.
I also began to lay in some solid paint in the light of the
vase and the last apple. Now that all the background and
shadow values are laid in I can really see if these hits of
light and color are going to stand out. If an object is a color
provider in the painting I want to put on full maximum
intensity of color right away. If it’s a light provider in the
painting I want to get enough coverage of opaque paint in
the lightest area to see if that’s going to stand out. Working
wet into wet I can always make something even lighter and
brighter by adding more layers or I can dull it or darken it
as needed. I’m trying to see my finished painting
relationships quickly here so I know where I’m going.

Step 4: Getting more specific
While I’m waiting for some of the thicker whites to set up a
bit more I begin to work on the pattern of red on that front
apple, intensifying my highlights and wiping out more
specific shapes of the eucalyptus leaves on the left.

Step 5: Filling in the blanks
I need to get in an estimate of color and value on the table
top plane. It needs to be more neutral than the rich colors
on the apples and vase so I don’t paint it too warm and
bright. Like the background color the table top should
support and complement my objects.
I start to put in some beautiful rich reds of the other apples
and their highlights. I always try to do a little bit of finish
as I go even if it’s in a raw stage like a highlight, a stem
and some reflected light.

I block in some loose color on the eucalyptus knowing that
the ones in the vase should be brighter and more colorful
and the ones on the left should be more mysterious as their
crawling out of the shadow slowly peeking into the light.
The texture and changes in the patina of the under color of
that vase starts to come to life as well. I decided to increase
value contrast in the background shadow and the apple
shadows in this stage.

Step 6: Pattern on the vase
Now that the white paint has begun to set up I can paint
that much needed pattern in the vase to pull this painting to
finish.

I try to be conscientious of which parts of the vase are
getting lighter so that I don’t paint the same value of blue
all over. I lighten the blue around the highlight and perhaps
loose detail of design there. I go for a second value of blue
in areas that are in the light but not getting as much last, for
example on the starting lower edge and just before turning
into shadow. In the shadow is my darkest and third value
of blue.

Step 7: Polish it Up

In the final stages of a painting I’m looking for changes
that will only help emphasize the subject matter even more
especially the star of the show, the vase.
So I start asking myself questions like this:
Does the background need to be quieter?
What edges need cleaning up or softening?
Do I need to quiet shadow more or bring more contrast to
them?
Do the bright colors and lights need an extra layer added or
refining of brushwork?
Do I have all the reflected lights I want in?
Where can I get a stronger look of atmosphere?
Lastly sign it knowing that you made the most beautiful
painting you could with what you know and your current
skill set. This painting helped build your skills closer to
mastery as the next one will.
Happy Painting,
Kelli Folsom

